Oscillating Horizontal/Vertical Edge Sander

The JET® Oscillating Edge Sander showcases a unique oscillating
feature. Oscillation of the belt means the sandpaper never runs a
true straight line, which allows the unit to sand with more of the
usable sandpaper and eliminates sanding lines. With a large sanding
surface, you can process both the edge and surface of many
different board sizes. Contour sanding is also an option when
using the large built-in table around the drum over the motor.
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OSCILLATING HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL EDGE SANDER
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Sanding belt can be locked in at
vertical, horizontal and any angle in
between

OSCILLATING HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL EDGE SANDER
■ NEW oscillating feature reduces heat build-up on sanding belt

to reduce loading and burning
■ Sanding belt can be locked in at vertical, horizontal and any
angle in between

for optimum finishing of your workpiece
■ Quick release lever and tracking control dial are conveniently
located

■ Belt platen is made from precision-ground steel plate

for accurate and true sanding results
to provide exact workpiece positioning

■ Adjustable outer drum support table

enables contour sanding
■ Tilting sanding head

for sanding bevels, angles, and flat surfaces

Model

OES-80CS

Fence (L x H/in.)

24 x 4

Belt Size (L x W/in.)

89 x 6

Table Size (L x W/in.)

32 x 7
90

Belt Speed (SFPM)

3900

Overall Dimensions
(L x W x H/in.)

46 x 18 x 38
1-1/2HP, 1Ph, 115/230V,
Prewired 115V

Motor (TEFC)

■ Cast iron table moves up or down

hooks up to your dust collection system for efficient dust removal

708447

Table Tilt (deg.)

for replacing and tracking belts

■ 4" dust port

STOCK
NUMBER

Net Weight (lbs.)

270

Includes:
■

Miter Gauge

■

Removable Fence

■

Horizontal Backstop

■

Heavy-duty Stand

■

Sanding Belt

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Mobile Base
708118

Abrasives
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